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Welcome to ClubHub!

You are about to use the most complete sensor system in golf.  

This user guide will help you get the most enjoyment and game 
improvement out of your ClubHub system.

We will show you how to access the many features built into this 
simple-to-use system. We will explain certain key terms and we will 
give you tips on how to get the best results out of this advanced, 

user-friendly product.

Please Note: numbered regions on the following screen images 
correspond to numbered instructions in an accompanying list.
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Setup
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IMPORTANT

1. Hold the ClubHub sensor by the screw base and 
pinch the cap below the ridged grooves to 
remove. Take out the plastic battery tab. Put the 
cap back on and press down firmly until you hear 
two clicks. To ensure that the cap is latched 
properly, pull the cap from both sides.

2. Install a ClubHub on each of your clubs by 
twisting the screw into the hole at the top of the 
club grip. It is important to fit the ClubHub
snuggly. Avoid excessive force as it can damage 
the grip hole.

1

To have a quick and error-free ClubHub sync 
experience, please follow this process.

Do not start the sync process on the app before 
finishing steps 1 and 2 below.
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Enter the player name. 

Enter a valid email address.

Select player gender.

Select Men’s or Women’s Clubs.

Tap SET UP CLUBHUBS to advance to the Club List.
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Create a New Player Profile
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Club Setup

3
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Enable Bluetooth on your mobile device to ensure 
connection to the ClubHub.

Tap anywhere on the screen to dismiss the overlay.

Tap ADD NEW CLUB to create your bag of clubs. 
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Adding Clubs to Your Bag
- Categories -1

1

1

1

1

1

2

Tap the category of the club you want to add. It is 
recommended to start with the longest club (i.e. driver) and 
finish with the shortest club (i.e. putter) to keep track of the 
process. Select a club from each category on the next screen.

When all clubs have been added tap FINISH.

ℹ PW is included in the Irons category because it is usually sold 
in an iron set.

ℹ For any category in the list which has a club already added, its 
text appears in bold type.
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Adding Clubs to Your Bag
- Clubs -

1

1

1

1 Tap a club name to add the selected club. This displays the 
Club Detail. 
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Adding Clubs to Your Bag

Detail Showing Detail Hidden

1 Tap ^ / ⌄ to hide/show the club detail settings. 
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Adding Clubs to Your Bag
- With Club Detail -

Enter the manufacturer name.

Tap ⌄ to hide detailed club configuration settings. If detail is 
hidden, the screen on the next page will be shown.

Enter the club model.

Select the shaft type.

Tap the Shaft Flex, Shaft Length or Loft box to show a list of 
choices from a well known list of values.

NEXT CLUB will appear at the bottom of the screen after 
connecting a club.

ℹ If clubs are non-standard lengths, please specify shaft length.  
This will affect calculated club head speed.

ℹ Shaft Length for some clubs is specified as a single value in 
inches (i.e. drivers, woods and hybrids) and for other clubs (i.e. 
irons, wedges and putters) it’s defined as a standard length +/-
an offset. The net length (standard length + offset) is displayed 
in Shaft Length.
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Adding Clubs to Your Bag
- Without Club Detail -

Enter the manufacturer name.

Tap ^ to show detailed club configuration settings.

NEXT CLUB will appear at the bottom of the screen after 
connecting a club.

2
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Tap NEXT CLUB to save this club and continue to another club.

ℹ After configuring a club, put that club out of play (head 
up/grip down) before configuring the next club.

2

Adding Clubs to Your Bag
- Sync With Phone -

Pull the named club from your bag and put the club in play 
(head down/grip up). In a few seconds you should hear a chime 
indicating the connection has completed. NEXT CLUB will 
appear at the bottom of the screen. The status will change to 
Connected!

2
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Completing Setup

1

Tap FINISH when all clubs have been added.1
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Home Screen
- No Rounds Recorded -

Tap the gear icon to go to Settings.

Tap PLAY ROUND to record a round.

Tap RANGE to record a practice session.

Tap TRACK PERFORMANCE to review recorded shots.

ℹ To automatically record a round you must have a full set of 
sensors, if not, you will enter Limited Play Mode.
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Home Screen
- Rounds Recorded -

Tap the Last Played box to display the Review Round Details 
for the most recently played round.

Tap the Rounds Played box to display the Recent Rounds List. 

Tap the Longest Drive box to display a list of driver swings.

Tap the Average Driver Speed box to show Club Stats to 
display the summary stats for driver swings. 
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Settings
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Settings

Tap Name to edit player name.

Tap Email to edit player email.

Tap My Clubs to change the configuration of your bag (add, 
delete, or edit a club) after initial setup.

Tap Update ClubHubs to see the firmware version of the 
ClubHub sensors. A red dot indicates an update is available.

Tap Sounds to control audio capability while using ClubHub 
sensors.

Select Auto or Manual in Remove Old Rounds to allow 
automatic or manual deletion of round data from the phone to 
limit storage used by ClubHub app.
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Settings

Version displays the current version of the app.

Link Code displays the code that was assigned when you 
created your player during the initial app setup. This code 
can be used to sync your ClubHub data on other devices by 
selecting Existing Player. 

1
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My Clubs
- View or Change -

1

Tap My Clubs to change the configuration of your bag (add, 
delete, or edit a club) after initial setup.
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My Clubs

Tap + to add a new club. 

Tap a row in the list to display the club configuration page for 
that club. 

ℹ Clubs with and without ClubHubs attached can be edited.

1
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Taylor Made 

Taylor Made 

Ping

Callaway

Callaway

Callaway
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My Clubs
- Remove/Delete -

Tap and hold a row to Remove ClubHub sensor from a club. 
Removed clubs will appear at the bottom of the My Clubs list 
with a gray ClubHub icon.

Tap and hold on a row of a club with no ClubHub sensor 
attached to Delete permanently from My Clubs. 
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Tap SAVE to save the new club. Failure to do so will result in 
loss of information that was previously entered. 

Tap ^ to show more details. See next page.
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My Clubs
- Add Club Without Detail-



My Clubs 
- Add Club With Details -

1
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Tap SAVE to save the new club. Failure to do so will result in 
loss of information that was previously entered. 

Tap ⌄ to hide details.

1
2
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Update ClubHub Firmware

Tap Update ClubHubs to update the ClubHub sensor
firmware.

ℹ A firmware update is available only when a red dot appears 
above the settings icon on the Home screen and the Update 
ClubHubs row within Settings.

25
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Update ClubHubs

Each club associated with a ClubHub displays the club name, 
last recorded battery level and firmware version. 

If the firmware is up to date, the version appears in green.         
“No update needed” appears below the version.

If the firmware is updating, the version appears in red.
“Updating” appears below the version.

If an update is available, the version appears in red.        
“Waiting for update…” appears below the version.

ℹ Only one ClubHub can be updated at a time. 

ℹ To update the ClubHub firmware, take a club from your bag and 
put the club in play (club head down/grip up). The app will begin 
the update process automatically within a few seconds.

1

1
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Sounds

Tap the toggle switch to turn Unlocked Screen Sounds ON 
(green) or OFF (black). 

Tap the toggle switch to turn Locked Screen Sounds ON 
(green) or OFF (black).  
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Play Round Mode
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Tap Nearby or Recent to select a nearby course or a course 
previously played.

Select the desired course. 

Tap and hold a course name to Forget course for a recent 
entry.

Select Unknown Course to play a round where no course map 
is available.

ℹ For Nearby courses, the list is ordered closest to farthest from 
your current location within a 15 mile radius.

ℹ For Recent courses, the list is comprised of the 10 most 
recently played courses listed in order of most recent to least 
recent.

ℹ Unknown Course appears at the end of the Nearby course list.
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Play Round 
- Select Course -



Select a tee box. 

ℹ Once a tee box is selected, the Play Round screen is 
automatically displayed.

1
1
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Play Round
- Select Tee Box -



1 2

3

Long press (tap and hold) End to complete a round. Long press 
prevents inadvertent ending of the round.

Navigation menu to switch between shot List, Map or GPS
views. 

Informational message displayed until a shot is detected.

Current club in play is displayed here. Changes to ‘—‘ if no club 
is in play.

ℹ GPS view is not available for an Unknown Course. In this case 
GPS label appears but is disabled.

ℹ Whenever clubs come in/out of play or a swing is detected, 
the app plays unique audible tones, which can be turned on/off 
in Settings.
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4

Play Round
- List No Shots -



Tap < > to navigate from hole to hole once shots have been 
recorded.

On a mapped course, the map displays the first hole on the 
course. For an Unknown Course, the map displays the area 
around your current location.

ℹ This screen shows the default map view presented when a 
round is started, but no shots have been recorded.

ℹ Zoom in/out and pan the map through the standard Android 
gestures.

ℹ If desired course is not found, go to the ClubHub website to 
search Course Listing.

2
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1

Play Round
- Map No Shots -



The par for the hole and the distance from the selected tee box 
to the green based on the scorecard.

The Front, Middle and Back values display the distances from 
the current GPS location to the front, middle and back locations 
of the green. These distances will constantly be updated to 
reflect current distances to the hole.

Tap the flag to display a list of all the holes on the course. The 
hole displayed is based on current location of player. To change 
to a different hole, use the flag button.

Touch and drag the white target symbol to see distances to the 
object of interest, e.g. a sand bunker or water.
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Play Round
- GPS No Shots -



The list of available holes. 

Tap a list entry to select a hole and the overlay will 
automatically be dismissed.

ℹ This overlay appears whenever the flag is tapped on the 
GPS screen, allowing to switch holes manually in the GPS 
view.

1

2

1

2
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Play Round
- GPS Change Holes-



Banner identifying the hole to which the following shots were 
assigned. Holes are listed in the order they were played.

Non-putter swing entry displaying distance, club name and 
swing speed.

Putter swing entry displaying face angle, putter name and 
tempo.

Tap a swing to display the Shot Detail. See next page.

Tap and hold a shot row to Delete the swing.

ℹ For an Unknown course, shots start at hole #1 and the first 
non-putter shot after a putter shot starts a new hole.
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Play Round
- List With Shots -



Shot Detail

Swipe left or right on the list of stats to view more. Tap a stat to 
change the stat that appears on the main display.

Tap 3D to see a 3D view of the swing.

Tap ☆ to (un)favorite a swing. That shot will be saved/removed 
in Favorite Shots.

ℹ The list of stats can be reordered. Tap and hold a stat then 
drag it left or right and drop it into its new position.
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3D Shot Detail

Drag the image to view the swing from different angles.

Tap ▶ to start playing the animation. 

Drag the slider to position to a specific frame in the playback 
sequence.

Tap and hold a stat then drag it left or right and drop it into its 
new position to reorder stats. 

Tap Shot to return to the Shot Detail. 
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Play Round
- Map With Shots -

Tap < > to change to the previous or next hole.

Zoom in/out and pan the map through the standard Android 
gestures.

Scrollable stat bar displays the stats for the currently selected 
swing with a yellow colored map icon. Stats can be reordered in 
map view.

Club name banner with the club of the currently selected shot. 
Tap < > to change to the previous or next shot.

ℹ Tap a shot icon on the map to change the selected shot. The 
stat bar will update to reflect the selected shot stats.

ℹ The map only displays shot annotations for the current hole. 

ℹ If two shots are recorded in the same location, the latter shot 
will replace the former shot.
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Range Mode 
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Range 
Tap End to close a range session.

Tap Shot, 3D, or List to view swing parameters, a 3D view of 
the swing, or an ordered list of swings for the selected session. 

Swing count is the number of swings recorded for the current 
club.

Club name and battery level indicator for the last club in play.

Tap a stat in the scrollable stat bar to change the main display 
area. To reorder the stats, tap and hold a stat then drag it left or 
right and drop it into its new position.

Tap ☆ to (un)favorite a swing. 

ℹ Speed will appear as ‘— —‘ before the first swing is recorded.
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Range 
- Swing List -

Tap List to view an ordered list of swings for the selected 
recording. 

Club name banner delineates a sequence of consecutive shots 
with a club.

Tap a stat name in the stat header to pop up an overlay listing 
of all the available stats. Select a different stat viewed in that 
column to change any of the three displayed stats. See next 
page.

Display of the selected stats for a given swing. Tap a row to 
display the Swing Detail.

Tap and hold a row to Delete a swing.

ℹ Swings are listed chronologically in the order they were 
recorded.

ℹ The screen automatically updates if a new swing is detected.
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Range 
- Change Stats -

Tap on the stat header in List to display this overlay. 

Tap a list entry to select that statistic.

ℹ Available stats are specific to the club type (i.e. putter or non-
putter club).

2

1
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Track Performance
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Performance

Tap Recent Rounds to view the list of recently played rounds.

Tap Recent Range to view the list of recently played range 
sessions.

Tap Club Stats to view stats from rounds and range.

Tap Scoring Stats to view stats for rounds.

Tap Favorite Shots to view club stats for favorited shots from 
rounds or range.

Tap Favorite Rounds to view the list of favorited rounds. 

1
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Track Performance:
Recent Rounds



List of the most recently played rounds in order of newest 
to oldest.

The score for the round. Tap the number to change the 
score.

Tap ☆ to (un)favorite a recent round.

Tap a round in the list to view details.

Tap and hold a row to Remove a round.

1

2
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4
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Recent Rounds 
- List -



Tap List to view the list of shots on the hole being mapped. 

Tap + to add a shot or putt.

Tap < > to change to the previous or next shot.

1

1
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Recent Rounds 
- Map -



ℹ The first time the Add Shot screen is displayed, this overlay is 
presented.

ℹ Tap anywhere on the screen or the back button dismiss the 
overlay.

48

Recent Rounds
- Add Shot Screen Overlay -



Map of hole and all the shots currently on it.

Tap Shot # to select the number of the shot being added.

Tap Club to select the club type for the shot being added.

Tap a location on the map to place the shot. Zoom in/out and 
pan the map through the standard Android gestures.

Tap Add to add the new shot.

Tap Cancel to cancel the shot addition.

ℹ When a shot is added, round stats are recalculated.

ℹ Any newly added swing will not contain swing data.

4
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- Add a Shot -



Round Shot List 
- By Hole -

Select By Hole to choose shots listed by hole.

Tap ↑↓ to move shots to a different hole.

Tap + to add a new shot to the hole.

Tap a shot to display the shot detail.

Tap Map to change to the map view.

ℹ Holes are displayed in the order they were played.

2 3
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Move Shots

Tap and drag the hamburger icon to move the hole 
banner up or down in the shot list. A hole banner cannot 
be dragged beyond another hole banner.

Tap Save to save any changes made.

Tap Cancel to cancel any action.

ℹ Moving shots among holes will cause the round stats to 
be recalculated. 

ℹ All swings are listed in order of recording. Only the hole 
headers can be moved to include/exclude swings. 
Individual swings cannot be moved.
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Round Shot List 
- By Club -

Select By Club to choose shots listed by club type.

Tap a shot to display the shot detail.

Tap a stat name in the stat header to pop up an overlay listing 
all the available stats. Selecting a different stat will change the 
stats viewed in that column. Any of the three of the stats 
displayed can be changed.

Tap Map to change to the map view.

ℹ Each list of swings within a club type are ordered in 
chronological order from oldest to newest.
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Delete/Remove/Add Shot in Stats

Tap and hold a shot to reveal the Delete Swing and Remove 
from Stats functions.

Tap Remove from Stats to remove a shot from any round stat 
or club stat. The shot will remain, but will not be included in 
any stat calculations.

Tap Delete Swing to delete a shot permanently. A confirmation 
dialog is displayed to confirm the deletion.

Tap and hold a removed shot to Add Back to Stats. 

ℹ Deletion, removal or addition causes the round stats to be 
recalculated.
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Track Performance:
Recent Range
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Recent Range 
- List -

List displays the most recent range rounds in order of newest to 
oldest.

Tap a row to display the list of shots for that range session.

Tap and hold a row to Remove Range Session.
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Track Performance:
Club Stats
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Club Stats 
- Rounds -

Tap Rounds or Range to view stats for rounds or range 
sessions.

Tap the club type name to display all the club types whose stats 
can be viewed. Select a new club type from the list to view its 
stats.

Tap the number to show the Shot List to view all shots taken 
with that club across all played rounds.

ℹ Any stats for which a value can’t be computed displays as    
“—“
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Club Stats
- Rounds Shot List -

List displays all of the shots for the selected club. Tap a list 
entry to view the map view of where the shot was taken.

Tap a stat from the stat banner to select a different stat for that 
column.

Tap and hold a swing row to Remove from Stats. No 
confirmation dialog is issued. Removing a swing from the stats 
causes the swing to disappear from the list.

ℹ The list is ordered by descending distance for rounds, and 
descending speed for range. For putters the swings are listed 
in chronological order of their swing date/time.

1
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Club Stats 
- Selected Shot -

The shot (in green) shown on the map is the one selected from 
the Club Stats list.

Tap < > to change to the previous or next hole. 

Tap < > to change to the previous or next shot.

Scrollable stat bar displays the stats for the currently selected 
shot. These stats can be reordered.

Tap any shot marker on the map to view the Shot Detail.
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Track Performance:
Scoring Stats
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Scoring Stats

Driving displays stats specific to the driver club.

Fairways Hit displays the percentage of tee shots in the fairway on 
par 4 and par 5 holes.

Greens in Regulation (GIR) displays the percentage of holes where 
the green was reached in two shots less than par.

Putting displays the average number of putts played per round.

ℹ Tap any row in the table to view a new screen with the detailed 
stats.

ℹ These stats are only derived from rounds and do not include any 
shots which have been explicitly removed from stats.
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Driving Stats

Longest Drive lists the 10 longest drives in decreasing order by 
drive distance.

Driving Accuracy is the percentage of driver shots that landed 
in the fairway.

62
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Fairways Hit

Average % of Fairways is the percentage tee shots on par 
4 and par 5 holes that landed in the fairway.

Top Round % lists the rounds that recorded the highest 
percentages of fairways hit. The list includes the name of 
the course, the date played and the percentage of 
fairways hit. The list is ordered by decreasing percentage.

2

1 1
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Greens in Regulation (GIR)

Top Round % lists the rounds that recorded the highest 
percentages of greens in regulation. The list includes the 
name of the course, the date played and the percentage 
of GIR. The list is ordered by decreasing percentage.

1
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Putting

Total % of Strokes displays the percentage of all shots that were 
putts.

Lowest # of Putts displays the rounds that recorded the fewest 
putts for an entire round. The list includes the name of the 
course, the date played and the number of putts recorded for 
the round. 
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Track Performance:
Favorite Shots
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Favorite Shots

ℹ Favorites displays information for swings that have been 
favorited by tapping the star on the shot detail screen.
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Track Performance:
Favorite Rounds
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Favorite Rounds

ℹ Favorite Rounds displays information for rounds that have 
been favorited by tapping the star in Recent Rounds. Rounds 
are order by date with the most recent first.
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